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ABSTRACT
The research shows an inverted U-shaped association between employee attrition and organizational efficiency, that management would seek, reach, sustain equilibrium between attrition-retention and improve organizational output. Given findings that support this claim, no attempt has been made to examine management strategies this regulate attrition in various contexts. This research explores how creative training impacts teacher turnover in Texas school systems, incorporating evidence from the state’s, Superintendent Leadership Survey and Academic Achievement Indicator Program. The research measures organizational success based on the innovation-turnover partnership. Seeing that the output standard differs between individuals, companies that aim to improve low-performance employee turnover and minimize high-performance employee turnover. In other terms, management must find a means of reaching the desired turnover rate without specific performance details. The findings show that creative management raises attrition of low-performing companies, but reduces turnover of high-performing organizations (raises retention).
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1. INTRODUCTION
Present and future personnel capital in an enterprise is part and parcel of an overall business strategy. Management must then identify, hire and attract highly efficient staff to improve the organizational efficiency. Human resources are viewed more like an operational commodity than as an expense in contemporary management literature, and attrition has become a crucial concern for management. Turnover has two strategic implications which contrast. On one side, the replacement of the workforce includes expenses as the organisation has to invest money on hiring and educating new personnel. In comparison, reducing attrition often includes risks, like ensuring nice working environments, strong task flexibility, decent wages, and better fringe benefits. Managing employee turnover therefore involves balancing the costs of turnover and retention, and determining the optimum level of turnover at the point where the total amount of direct turnover costs and retention costs are minimized. In other terms, the costs associated with turnover reduce once the optimal turnover amount is achieved, and then they rise until the turnover rate reaches that stage. Consequently, the association between productivity and revenue-related expenses is U-shaped. The U-shaped relationship, in effect, indicates an inverted U-shaped relationship between employee attrition and organizational efficiency. Turnover boosts corporate efficiency at small to moderate turnover rates but output decreases as turnover rises[1].

Given that companies improve their efficiency by controlling turnover, seeking and sustaining the turnover-retention balance is a vital task for management. Latest reports have viewed workplace attrition as a
control variable, demonstrating its capacity to handle. The problem then is: how does the company handle the turnover of the employees? Seeing that the output standard differs between individuals, companies that aim to improve low-performance employee turnover and minimize high-performance employee turnover. In other terms, management must find a means of reaching the desired turnover rate without specific performance details. The present research explores how creativity can be used by public administrators as a competitive method to reduce turnover, based on the level of organizational success.

1.1. Turnover Management of Teachers:

Latest project on government workforce attrition highlights the value of public administration. For example, researchers suggest that human resource management considerations such as wages, family-friendly practices or preparation decrease volunteer attrition, and their observational studies from state organizations show the substantial impact of compensation and on-site childcare. They studied the impact of family-friendly programs on federal agency turnover levels, and noticed that childcare incentives dramatically reduced turnover. Work on the purpose of turnover often shows the value of the management role[2]. Adopting the hypothesis of exit, loyalty, and speech researchers find that managerial attempts to broaden and develop the expectations of speech and loyalty among workers are reducing their intention to quit. More specifically, a number of other researchers have been studying performance-based recruitment strategies and their effect on the decisions of federal workers to resign. They observed that variables like performance-based incentives, quantitative success metrics and performance-based monitoring reduced turnover plan. In summary, observational work on the purpose of recruitment and attrition reinforces the belief that public administration plays a significant role in controlling workplace recruitment[3].

Turnover management of educational facilities, including primary and secondary schools, is especially important because of the industry's labour-intensive existence. For several years, instructional leaders, policy-makers and scholars, as well as the public, have expressed alarm regarding the high turnover of teachers in American schools. Reports show that teacher attrition is the primary force impeding school operation, rather than student attendance or teacher retirement. According to reports, 85.6 per cent stayed at the same institution, 8.7 per cent transferred to another workplace, and 7.0 per cent quit the field the next year, of the 3,400,400 public school teachers who taught during the 2011–2012 academic year. In the same span, the U.S. workforce’s gross unemployment was 3.3 percent. Empirical studies have identified a detrimental association between teacher recruitment and school running, including problems in preparing and executing a cohesive program and in sustaining productive teacher working relationships[4].

The research shows that teacher attrition is especially troublesome because the most qualified instructors are more inclined to quit, and because high-turnover schools are more likely to represent students of low income and minorities. Although teacher attrition may have a detrimental effect on student performance, recent reports give a somewhat different outlook on teacher turnover in the United States. First, new literature shows that instructor unemployment in some occupations is not very greater than that in some careers. Studies note that teachers in K–12 classrooms are less likely than college students serving in similar areas to abandon the job within their first 3 years. Experts further note in their review of statistics from the Current Population Survey that the annual teacher attrition rate is not substantially greater than the average turnover rate for similar professions, including teachers, social workers and accountants. Another perspective on teacher attrition, maybe fresher, emerges from management literature, which says attrition is not inherently negative and may be both efficient and inefficient. Researchers introduced the idea of "optimum corporate turnover" about 40 years ago, in which each company needs an optimum turnover rate that minimizes the amount of recruitment costs and the retention
costs. They indicated that there are cases where higher turnover may have a favourable effect owing to a decrease in operational expenses, suggesting a u-shaped relationship between turnover and the costs associated with turnover. A significant argument in their theory is that the optimal turnover rate ranges from organisation to company - there's no universal average[5].

The u-shaped association between turnover and revenue-related expenses indicates companies may control their output by turnover reduction. The turnover of negatively performing workers will favour the company and have a beneficial effect on corporate success, while the attrition of well-performing employees may deliver just the opposite effects. Studies say that the association between turnover and corporate success is reversed in u-shaped type. Researchers focus this theory on their observation that when companies operate badly, higher turnover improves operational efficiency up to a certain threshold (i.e., the optimal threshold of turnover rate), however once turnover exceeds a defined amount, higher turnover reduces organizational output. Their research suggests that organisations may boost their efficiency by defining and operating towards their desired turnover rate if turnover is manageable. For an educational sense, the turnover-performance partnership and the future management of turnover have major consequences[3].

Past research shows instructor competence is one of the most important determinants of student success along with variables such as the parents' social and economic standing, the school district’s socioeconomic circumstances, or the degree of parental participation. Consequently, aside from other related factors, school systems with much more under-performing teachers are expected to do worse and schools with more qualified teachers are likely to do well. The act of Colorado Schools of innovation Study pointed out that teacher attrition has a positive influence on school results when teachers who are in-efficient or unsupportive of the district priorities exit their positions when teacher turnover that is successful and promotes the district’s mission has a negative impact on school success. So, if attrition is achievable, top school administrators may choose to make a strategic judgment, depending on performance standard, raise the attrition of low-quality teachers, or decrease the turnover of high-quality teachers. The present research incorporates this management viewpoint from senior school board managers (superintendents), and explores how they leverage creativity to handle teacher attrition rates in their communities[6].

This same data indicates that high-performing institutions can be filled to individuals who hold different qualities to those working in low-performing institutions. For example, researchers found after interviewing business executives that high-performance employees perceive obstacles or improvements as incentives, while others have them as risks. We claim that high-performing employees take note, rather than delay, of difficulties and improvements. Centred on an overview of the educators in the South Carolina school districts; they found that the introduction of modern assessment mechanisms that include improvements in educational strategies and procedures improved the retention rates of trained teachers. Their results suggest that managerial creativity activities that discourage talented teachers from quitting their organizations and, if the institutions are packed with high-performance employees, technological advancement may allow them take chances and produce bigger results. Survey indicates that the effectiveness of an invention relies primarily on the adoption of it by workers, but that employee dedication to invention, or lack of innovation, is defined by the coherence among ideals of technology development and personal beliefs and between the skills needed and existing abilities. The person-organization match has interpersonal implications such as attitudes toward corporate citizenship and employee satisfaction. Nevertheless, a lack of conformity between personal beliefs and strategies and leadership value criteria may result in negative behaviours, like turnover & absenteeism[7].
In strategic management, this same top-manager view implies that top managers are responsible for embracing the key policies to ensure an organization. Even more specifically, there is an agreement among organization scholars that corporate leaders have the greatest impact on the organizational culture, as well as on the creativity community. As a result, the stated policies of top managers influence the organization as a whole, and the propensity of a world class manager to innovate will significantly impact the creativity of the organization as a whole. Research has shown that the behaviours and beliefs of the top executives towards transition are a greater indicator of success than the institutional features of the enterprise. The match between followers and leaders is just as essential as the organization of the individual wears. If members have a positive outlook about creativity, the company can recruit people with common beliefs who are more likely to be recruited. Person with a high person-organization fit and leader-follower fit will be more likely than employees with a lacklustre people-organization accommodate to give long-term commitment. Consequently, employees with a similar preference tend to remain in institution for longer way too long leadership with a good leadership choice. Texas superintendents, as chief executives, have the ability and jurisdiction to develop community and school-level policy in their communities, and thereby control the atmosphere of their jurisdictions. Innovative strategic strategies of superintendents also reduce staff dissatisfaction in high-performance school systems[8].

Past work primarily compares the creativity of a company with its financial performance indicators or connects the productive assets of the company with its operating performance measures. Nonetheless, no academic research has been performed evaluating the effect on asset control of a firm's inventions, except for the following articles focused on particular method innovation. Scientists are researching the increase in inventory turnover as companies implement just-in-time (JIT) production, a form in process advancement that transfers inventories as required across the network. However, the degree to which commodity invention (or combined with process advancement) impacts the efficiency of inventories remains an open issue. Instead of focusing on the effect of individual innovation capability, researchers explore generally the connection between the technology performance of the firm (comprising product and service advancement) and the paper's inventory turnover. Based on 6787 non-service U.S. public firms' reporting and patents data from 1980 to 2017 (the sampling duration is constrained by the existence of patent data), they analyse the influence of innovation on product turnover utilizing fixed-effect board correlation models that include all company and annual fixed impacts. Along with the literature dependent variables and firm and annual fixed results, method and commodity creativity show a strongly positive association with inventory turnover, indicating that a more creative business is likely to be more effective in handling the inventory[9].

Every organization, whether public or private, is increasingly in a position to hold its stakeholders to account. As a result, executives today are under tremendous strain to alter, and companies are trying to incorporate different strategies or practices to fulfil such standards. Creativity generally describes "the focus a company puts on taking risks, being responsive to new challenges, and being creative rather than vigilant." As scholars illustrate, an organization uses innovation as a means to change itself, either as a reaction to changes in its environment or as a proactive measure to affect the environment. Implementation of progress, especially technical advancement, in the United States has long been a global, state, and local educational priority. The Texas state Education Code allows school boards to incorporate curriculum and management creativity while offering greater autonomy and removing constraints to fulfil students ' specific needs. Sources from many Texas school systems include the expansion of alternatives for tuition, the outsourcing of instructional facilities, and the introduction of the Co-op Alternative System[10].
The degree of creativity differs across various organisations. This relies on variables like external climate uncertainty, market, age and scale of the company, and the willingness of members of the enterprise to innovate. Top management leadership is an important factor for creativity in organisations, above all. Management should use creativity in an effort to improve or decrease attrition, and eventually optimize efficiency in organizations. The hypothesis of contingency argues that an organization's management activities may have various impacts on specific operational results based on the company's context and certain elements of the enterprise like the infrastructure, scale, and actual efficiency. Likewise, diverse organizational strategies may have a distinctive effect on the attrition depending on the work output of the workers[11]. The impact of innovation and creativity may also vary, depending on the company culture, including performance levels. Within present research, researchers test second hypothesis of the relationship between innovation and turnover as a contingent on company effectiveness.

If an invention is a collection of new laws, technology or societal values, a person may devote a considerable amount of time and energy adapting to and implementing it. However, the sum of time and energy is subjective from individual to individual. Organizational creativity may be an important method for achieving a compromise between attrition and retention levels because of this variability. When management perceives the company to be underperforming due to underqualified staff, one potential alternative is to remove low-calibre employees and get "fresh talent" in. In this case the maintenance expense is greater than the turnover rate. Management may also choose to strategically introduce new strategies that encourage productivity as a way to minimize operating costs. The logic is based on previous research which suggests that resistance to technology development among low-skilled workers could be greater than among high-skilled workers. The evidence is discovered in Florida, in which appropriate governance systems were implemented by high schools in 2017. Such modern measurement mechanisms have the aim of innovating educational strategies and procedures to increase efficiency in classrooms. Studies also reported greater educator's rate of turn-over in low-performing school districts than in highly performing schools since the implementation of the modern measurement programs. The present research hypothesizes that creative management to implement reform and fresh strategies will contribute to an rise in employee morale in a low-performing company, based on the theoretical literature and data from case of Florida schools[12].

Several learning zeitgeists in the US highlights responsibility for educational institutions, educators and learners based on performance which can be readily identified. In this context, recent debates that included who really should teach, what a great teacher looks like, and also how greatest teachers can be evaluated and rewarded are currently discussions about the education sector. However, true teachers of diverse technical identities reside behind these social and political debates. In this literature, the qualitative analysis examined how primary school teachers developed self-understanding about what it entails to be a student within the present framework about educational change in the US. Centred on social-practice identity building theory and conceiving contemporary school policy discourses as collections of dispersed power interactions that define the social structures and possibility environments under which American educators’ function, this research attempted to explain how nine California teachers make sense of their own professional selves in the middle of the environment change. With a particular focus on professional agency, this article uses teacher ethnicity to analyse the interplay between how educators are formed by reform situations and narratives, and how they withstand and start negotiating to make a platform for oneself both in their school systems and in the existing government policy & climate systemic change[13].

are pioneering teacher accountability by putting greater stakes on student test scores and observation-based
instructor efficacy tests, but very little is understood about why they still vary so often. Statistical method of thirty schools suggests that value-added measures for teachers and informal main assessments are correlated positively, but weakly. Qualitative research indicates that certain administrators award poor scores to high value-added teachers because the teachers are exerting very little energy and become "lone wolves" who operate in solitude and making no difference to the school environment. The findings indicate that the assessment system could not only impact the individual educators are compensated in the brief period, but also form the characteristics of the long-term performance of educators & learners[14].

Researchers claim their study data in the area of innovation with respect to intermediate psychological mechanisms that clarify how and why various human and social contexts influence creative behaviour, inconclusiveness and underdevelopment persist. Much research in the field of creativity has centred on human innovation initiatives and their histories. More recently, work into engineering has started to pay attention socio-political processes that shed light on how technology actually takes place in the real world instead of about how it should be completed. Sparse research relates how the introduction of creativity happens in the workforce and its relation to behaviours and psychological mechanisms in the workforce. The study focused on the contextual reasons of technology development, an area in which research is underdeveloped and unfinished. The relational cycle of psychological empowerment, driven by more committed talent, will contribute to creativity and the outcome of the current study’s underlying hypothesis is low turnover intent. When reviewing findings in the areas of leadership and creativity, the researchers’ pioneering study notes that social control benefits from conceptually creative behaviours[15].

Extra lately, researchers have found career growth to be associated with service innovation. Yet global survey reported getting the correct people and trying to align them for technology development is the biggest struggle for top management, and people in organizations are engaged in technology development but in different degrees. Job participation can also be used as a mediator of social strength and creativity. In their seminal article, on the other hand, they clarified the possibly intellectual connection between the cycle of relational control and commitment. They specify that the use of conceptual model by a researcher leads to slippery among two concepts, and psychological empowerment can be a background to work engagement. This conceptual linkage has to be tested empirically, as proposed by the current study. More recently, researchers’ study connected the frameworks of inspiring leadership and imagination of workers and examined the impact of relational strength, inherent inspiration and artistic participation in the method. Although research on local business enterprise indicates that funding for company and psychological performance, psychological confidence, learning engagement, and inner social resources are the major parameters that greatly influence the organizational culture and service creativity of employees. In addition, there are no studies to the researcher's knowledge that combine into a single analysis the four frameworks of psychological control, job commitment, creativity, and turnover purpose. Many of the invention experiments were analysed in the western sense. There are studies published and studies which use one of these structures as negotiator or leader[8].

1.2. Research Questions:

- How does the company handle the turnover of the employees?
- What innovations can be used by the public administrators to reduce turnover at the organizational level?
- How does the efficiency of the companies can be improved by managing the turnover?
2. METHODOLOGY

2.1. Design:
The target area of this paper is a school system of Texas where a small number of experts in education administration have established principles and policies for administration. In order to explain in time, the causal association among a predictor variables and multiple regression, this analysis utilizes a variable in the academic year 2018–2019 and all independent variable in 2017–2018 except for the positive shift in unemployment levels in 2020–2021.

2.2. Sample:
In this research, 3 sources of information were available for research. Next, the study uses the 2017–2018 Superintendent Management Survey (SMS), part of a series of current analyst studies of Texas school systems. The 2017–2018 SMS questionnaire asked queries about management styles of the headteachers and one’s professions. The survey was answered by a total of 760 headteachers throughout 1,333 school districts (response rate = 63 per cent). One source of data is the Academic Excellence Indicator Program, available on the website of the Texas Education Agency, where the data was obtained on the high turnover of educators as well as other school services like staff, economic status & students. Lastly, aggregate change in unemployment rates between 2018 and 2019 is based on Labour Statistics office website.

2.3. Data Collection:
This report's variable is teacher attrition rate in 2018–2019. The educator turnover rate per district is recorded annually by TEA. The attrition rate for 2018–2019 is calculated by dividing the overall full-time equivalent (FTE) count of educators throughout the fall of 2017–2018 who’d been consequently not working in the district during the fall of 2020–2021, by the overall teacher FTE count for the fall of 2017–2018. Table 1 illustrates TEA-reported educator turnover rates from 2014–2015 through 2018–2019. The overall turnover rate was marginally higher in 2014–2015, but turnover levels remained generally below the point of 30 percent over 2014–2012 period. In the estimation paper, Table 1 demonstrates the teacher turnover rates media. The average rate of turnover for time-span concerned was 19.90%. The attrition rate rose to 30 per cent in 2014–2015, and since then there has been no improvement. It indicates that although this research explores the variability of teacher attrition in one academic year (2017–2018), there is no evidence that some unique occurrence impacting school systems, like an unprecedented economic impact, happened in that academic year relative with other years of college. Consequently, the results of this analysis may be general statement. Since the dependent variable's error term is not usually distributed, the usage of ordinary least squares (OLS) analysis in the gauss-Markov premises contradicts homoscedasticity. This research utilizes the reversion of the least mean squares (WLS), which in hetero-skedasticity cases is recognized to be more efficient than OLS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic Years</th>
<th>Ratio of Turnover</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>201415</td>
<td>18.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201516</td>
<td>22.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201617</td>
<td>18.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201718</td>
<td>20.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201819</td>
<td>19.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201920</td>
<td>19.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4. Data Analysis:

By utilizing “Transfer Assessment in Knowledge & Skills”(TAKS), Organizational efficiency is operationalized in 2017–
2018 from the taxes of the districts. The TAKS is a state-wide, regular, compulsory review in reading, writing, Literature, drawing, mathematics, science and social sciences from grade 4 to 10. The pass rate of TAKS is a significant indicator of the success of a school system as it reflects the accomplishment of children from each grade and because both families and educators are worried about the pass levels of students. All queries, tests how willing headteachers are to improve and develop their organizations. Using a 4-point likert scale, all questions was addressed from "strongly disagree" to "strongly accept." A principal factor model was utilized to assess top management's innovativeness. As seen in Table 2, all control parameters were filled with a uniqueness of 1.837 on one element. The element score from that study is used as a groundbreaking degree of management. This thesis measures the dependent of corporate success on the interaction between creativity and turnover. To examine the moderating function of creative management, multiplying the TAKS pass level with the variable score of creative leadership inserted an interaction concept.

Table 2 shows the literature shows that perhaps turnover affects human variables and organizational/environmental factors. In terms of individual-level variables, this analysis measures the ethnicity, class, expertise, employment, and pay percentage or mean of teachers in each district during 2017–2018. High teacher vacancy rates are projected to occur in school systems having more teachers who are ethnic or gender minorities, have less to no training (a u-shaped relationship), have specialized schooling, have smaller pay and/or serve longer hours. In terms of management/environmental variables in 2017–2018, this analysis tracks the attrition rate of lagged staff, educational funds per child, proportion of educational aids, student sex, number of students per instructor, and net unemployment rate shifts from 2018 to 2019 by district. Higher enrolment of school systems with a higher lagged turnover rate, lower instructional funds per student, higher share of educational supports and more ethnic minorities is predicted to be identified. For students, a higher student-to-teacher ratio imposes a larger responsibility. Districts will also see a larger teacher attrition because they have a higher student-to-teacher ratio.

However, a low unemployment rate can inspire teachers to remain in their positions, but a poor economy will contribute to the firing of workers, even teachers. Although it is still uncertain if a higher unemployment rate would raise or reduce turnover of teacher, it seems as though it affects the teacher turnover. Lastly, some demographic information for superintendents, like district, race and gender, years of service, was controlled. A linear combination for numerical factors (teacher's compensation and educational funds per pupil) was introduced to remedy peakedness.

| District board is one of the first to also embrace innovative concepts or activities | 0.740 |
| They are constantly searching for innovative ways for society to provide programs | 0.640 |
| They are constantly searching for innovative ways for society to provide programs | 0.620 |
| The district also undergoes transition | 0.680 |
| Eigen-Value | 1.815 |

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The transformation forecasts turnover of educators in Table 3 recommend that the creative management of headteachers, TAKS passing rate and their interaction effect (creative management including TAKS standardized test scores) possess statistically positive effects on teacher revenue-innovative management is highly linked with turnover rates, TAKS pass rates are inversely correlated with turnover rates, and The impact of creative turnover management is demonstrated by Equation (1), which holds all other variables constant.
Turnover of teacher = \[4.045 \text{ (Creative Management)} - 0.060 \text{ (Creative Management)} \times \text{ (TAKS)}\] (1)

Since they conclude that impact of innovation and creativity on attrition determines the degree of operational success, the system requires a success correlation concept with innovative management to predict the influence of one predictor variables based on the other. Nevertheless, the relationship word is statistically important and negative, indicating that the impact of creative management on educator attrition rates relies on success levels. The disparities between low performing school districts and highly efficient school districts in relative impact of creative management on educator attrition have been evaluated. Poor levels here apply to a TAKS passing rate which would be a standard deviation just below average (= 53.90), and maximum reliability relates to a TAKS passing rate which is a percentage point above the average (= 79.75). The graph demonstrates that creative management raises teacher attrition where school systems have a TAKS pass rate of one standard deviation greater than the national TAKS pass rate. The effect of creative management on teacher attrition, on the other side, is negative while the TAKS transfer rate is one standard deviation above average (pass rate = 79.75%). The effect of creative acts on revenue growth transformations have been evaluated. School systems with weak TAKS pass rate witness further educator attrition as they practice creative supervision through their superintendents. Innovative training, by comparison, reduces teacher attrition while a school system has reached a higher transfer rate for TAKS.

Table 3 shows to determine where effect of creative leadership changes from optimistic to negative, they take the initial educator attrition derivative with regard to creative equation management (1) and consider the subsequent equation:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial \text{ (Innovative Management)}} \times 4.044 - 0.060\text{(TAKS)}
\] .(2)

From Eqn (2), study reveals that 67.34 percent (= 4.045/0.060) of TAKS transfer rate in this paper is the turning point. The creative management of the principal raises the teacher turnover rate while a school system has a lower pass rate than 67.34 percent, but the innovation-turnover equation is unfavourable when the TAKS pass rate reaches the tipping point of 67.34 percent. The national average learner passing percentage for TAKS, as illustrated in Table 4, is 68 % as well as mean is 66.78 %. The key moment among the average and median percentage of passing is 66.33 percent. Defining successful or bad performers are contextual and visual. However, in the total study (n=470), roughly 48 % (n=218) of the districts were found to have lower pass levels than 67.34 %. Head teachers may intend to maximize revenue for such districts besides exercising creative management, and could be able to hire fresh, quite skilled educators. In the remainder of the schools (54 %) with a TAKS pass rate greater than 67.34 %, the teachers could be viewed by superintendents.

Table 4 shows the results of the response variable under influence match all the standards indicated in previous studies. As for individual reasons, there are lower vacancy levels for districts with more female teachers. Recent research suggests that the performance and attrition of an employee has a u-shaped pattern, and the analysis offers proof of this connection. In other words, districts with untrained and very experienced educators have higher educator turnover rates, whereas districts with middle-sized teachers possess lower teacher rates of employee turnover. As for factors related to organization/environment, school districts have higher turnover rates if they had a higher turnover rate in the previous year. This means teacher turnover is either systematic or inertial. These classroom turnover features allow this analysis more relevant, as creative management should accommodate inertial or systemic school district teacher turnover. Districts with a higher proportion of white pupils had lower levels of attrition. By addition, neighbourhoods with more white students and households provide healthier places to reside and function. Unlike projections, other indicator factors, such as the overall increase in the unemployment rate, the composition of the population or the amount of instructional aids, are not
Why do executives bring creative strategies to practice? The creativity management literature offers probable answers to queries. Management of innovation is "management mechanisms aimed at growing, reviewing and planning innovative concepts for eventual organizational adoption." For corporate performance, innovation management includes the creation of innovative approaches, ideas, programs and procedures. While comparatively little academic attention has been given to handling imagination in the public sector, scholars have shown that state and local governments in innovation management surpass the national govt. Their creativity management in regional govt. of Seoul reveals that govt. of the seventh biggest town on planet conducts creativity management through (a) assessing and encouraging superiors who propose innovative concepts, (b) promoting fresh ideas by preparation, awareness and debate, (c) auditing and success monitoring to promote system progress, and (d) welcoming constituents. The regional government of Seoul implemented 14 percent of 62,777 recommended proposals as a consequence of the innovative management program. The creative management theories and techniques mean that by implementing such innovations, public managers are willing to improve their organisations, and the results of this study indicate that creativity enables public managers to manage employee productivity in process.

Present work has studied the impact of workplace turnover by study-Enter the non-linear relation among attrition (at time t) and output (at time t+1). The forms wherein management will regulate attrition in various conditions, however, is little understood. This research adds to the literature by exploring the relation among innovation and creativity and attrition and the volatility between success of a company and focus on innovation. The results of this analysis indicate that attrition levels (at time t) are achievable by progressive strategies (at time t – 1) for both possibly the best-performing and poorly-performing companies (at time t – 1). Thus, leadership could use entrepreneurship to boost the effectiveness of the company. Future work that at the same time examine the role of management in terms of a recurrent performance relationship: (at time t – 1)—turn (at time t)—output (at time t+1).

Although this study makes an important contribution by estimating the relationship between anticipated benefits predicated technology-turnover, the outcomes must be implemented with skepticism due to a few limitations regarding the research and information. Firstly, the analysis used statistics on school boards that does not reflect all kinds of public institutions. Nevertheless, the school systems are very varied in terms of population, economic factors and racial and ethnic diversity. Nevertheless, as analysts find out, school systems pay for a large portion of America's public government; because more than half of the state and municipal funds are expended on schooling. The results have also been included in various experiments to explore problems of public administration. Second, the sets of data used in this research have been gathered at the level of organization (district). Subsequently, research is constrained in terms of evaluating explicitly how creative management has a distinctive impact on specific staff, based on their degree of success and compatibility with organizational standards. Finally, it should be borne in mind that technology is a multi-dimensional concept with several elements, like technology, procedure and cultural values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Moderating and Turnover Effect of Creative Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rates of Turnover of Educators in 201810 (Dependent Variable)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managements that is Creative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passing rate of TAKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passing rate of TAKS × Creative Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female Educators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience of Educators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree of Educators</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Aggregate Salaries  -0.074
Lagged Attrition  0.344
People’s instructional fund  0.049
Change of rate in unemployment  0.037
Supporting Aspects  -0.035

Table 4: TAKS Passing Percentage Distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Rate of Passing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seventy -five</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fifty</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twenty-five</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>64.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. CONCLUSIONS

The results from this research indicate that managers should use creativity to control turnover levels, and that the connection between creative management and turn-over depends on the success of the company. In other terms, management changes the new approaches in an attempt to boost potential results by seeking an acceptable attrition pace, based on the actual standard of success of the organization. Studies suggest that creative management by superintendents raises teacher attrition in badly operating school systems, but reduces turnover in high-performing schools. The above result may understand why capacity to evolve is a key factor in organizational value. As per the brief study; findings suggest that creative management by top managers encourages low-performance attrition and high-performance retention.

There are some restrictions to a certain research. The researcher did not analyze relevant variables of confidence, leader participant interaction, Fits and perceived organizational help as a backdrop to creative behaviour, due to the scale of the analysis. Future studies may be performing follow-up research on particular companies recognized besides technology development (i.e., high technology and science, biotechnology, and pharmaceutical). In fact, there may be more supervisors and mediators within such variables that may arise in the partnership between relational control, job commitment, and creativity, which potential research can investigate. Company efficiency and firm attrition can be significant consequences of the company's creative potential and regards to future should examine.

Literature on empowerment is categorised in 3 regions, including the systemic Empowerment that also states equality in making decisions, empowering for motivation and empowerment for leadership. Though studies is under review Creating social resilience from a number of study backgrounds, often through a range of books. They involve the functions of leadership counselling, social strength and customer Care. Researchers later added that dominance tends to be a more subtle regulation system and can result in lack of influence. Traditional monitoring mechanisms (supervisors) may be supplemented with more advanced measurement devices, or management may track team output and serve as a mitigating mechanism for social pressure. Researchers describe lack of control as the slippage taking place in management where superiors do not realize what they are meant to do or do not want to do what is required of them. Studies say that relational resilience is a result of the current ebb and flow of people's views and expectations towards their working climate. Work links relational resilience to factors of organisation such as socio-political encouragement and participatory environment.

Later, psychological empowerment related to research for job performance, stress, and efficacy. They discovered proof that employee motivation is a variable that interferes among organizational support as well as employee efficiency. Researchers elaborated on employee-centered interpersonal mechanisms of empowering via his study and introduced a
holistic approach to empowerment in a North American sense. Throughout their analysis, they found that the environment of empowerment was empirically distinct from psychological empowerment and favourably linked to work-unit success manager scores. Several researches concentrate on Indian managers' level of psychological empowerment and found it to be moderate and predictable. With dedication to organization. Studies also associated relational confidence with a number of consequences, including job satisfaction and work pressure from the organizational engagement. Going into employee involvement, researchers noticed that employees were more involved in circumstances that provided them greater psychological value and psychological protection, particularly when they're more accessible mentally.

Research shows that organizations can have a workplace culture psychological aspect of meaningfulness (employment satisfaction, work-role fitness), health (supportive management and co-workers) and flexibility (as regards usable resources) are more likely to include staff. In fact, from their research, which investigated 902 persons employed in the United Kingdom, they reported that level of satisfaction in working with one's co-workers was significantly related to engagement. Additionally, perceived age overlap has been correlated with higher rates of participation in older employees. Studies demonstrated, in addition to economic opportunities, social capital or psychological capital (Psy Cap) may be significant predictors of job commitment. Researchers explored the role of different iterations of Psy Cap, the three personal factors (self-efficacy, self-esteem dependent on organisation, and optimism) in forecasting job participation. In a retrospective analysis with a diverse group of many participants it was observed that job opportunities like craftsmanship (the chance of working in one's own hands), mutual interactions (communicating with co-workers), and long-term and instant work results (e.g. having positive care outcomes) affected potential work engagement, Who, in effect, projected the dedication of the organisation. The overlap impact of job participation was investigated by researchers in their analysis of 64 workplace dyads. Statistics verified the overlap in day-to-day job engagement by a worker (the actor) to his or her counterpart (the partner), but only on days where workers inside a dyad communicated more regularly.
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